NM DPP Collaborative Meeting
9.24.19 – Kalkaska Senior Center
Elaine Lober, Gretchen Stelter, Kim Chandler, Christy Rivette, Jim Harrington
Is NM DPP collab valuable and useful?
Yes it is.
Are there any additional resources/information that would be helpful?
Billing support
CDC recognition support
Are there opportunities we are missing (forming better communication between
organizations re: DPP classes, for example)
Distance learning opportunities as a region
Working as a region to schedule classes and refer people
Lay educators or volunteers to teach DPP
What types of meetings would participants like to attend? (online/in-person)
Phone meetings are convenient but face to face are more beneficial
Coordinate and align with State meetings
Does our group have sufficient representation from groups, organizations in the
community?
Suggestions:
COA
Mid Michigan
Tribal
Migrant population
Thunder Bay
Alcona Health Center
DHD#4
YMCA - Traverse, Petoskey, Cadillac

How does the DPP network intersect with NMDI or the statewide Network?
Can be confusing having multiple meetings - NMDPP, NMDI, State Network
NMDPP is helping to carry out the state initiatives in Northern Michigan
What’s working well or not working for your agency?
Retention is good - MSUE
People don’t fully understand what they are signing up for and then drop off, initial phone calls
with participants are critical to ask the right questions - MMC
Develop list of standard pre-screening questions - barriers to participation

Common Ground list of readiness questions- include link
Send out readiness assessment before 0 session
Charging for program, cost, staff time commitment.
Recruiting participants:
COA sends out information - MSUE
Munson letters to prediabetes patients from DE
Facebook posts
There is no one place people can look for upcoming classes - NMDI to maintain a list of
classes??
Doctor offices could query patients with prediabetes and share list of names with DPP provider
to do mailing
In what way could this collaborative help your efforts?
Identify where there is a need for DPP classes
General Support
Dealing with issues, lessons learned

Funding opportunities - LIONS, HDNW
November 14th - Wellness Workshop screening through Lions Club
Christy - American Medical Association (AMA) will help educate providers and promote DPP to
providers in the area, just need to have an organized group of physicians that they can speak to

